Tableau Powered By BlackLynx
BlackLynx technology combines high performance heterogeneous
computing (accelerated CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs) with standard
applications and protocols to achieve high performance analytics
• Accelerate time to extract insights from data through near real-time search performance
• Add complex queries including fuzzy search, PCAP analysis, and RegEx capabilities
• Eliminate ETL/indexing for fast, varied data (XML, JSON, CSV, Unstructured, PCAP)

INTRODUCTION
Legacy architectures render big data useless;
Pervasive data preparation, sequential processing, and
other analytics infrastructure bottlenecks exist because
legacy systems were never architected to deliver instant,
accurate insights.

Key benefits of BlackLynx technology
Accelerate time to extract insights from data through
near real-time search performance
Eliminate ETL/indexing for fast, varied data (XML, JSON,
CSV, Unstructured, PCAP) providing real-time analytics
performance. Accelerate various search operations
through the use of parallel architectures using CPU and
FPGA compute technology.
Accelerate integration efforts through an array of
simple to use interfaces
Provide simple-to-use interfaces including programmatic
interfaces (C, C++, Python, JAVA, etc.), command line,
ODBC/JDBC, and RESTful Interfaces, enabling
acceleration of existing applications and making CPU or
FPGA compute transparent to the developer/user.

Threat:
Organizations are reliant upon legacy network and
compute architectures that were never designed to
organize, store, and process data at the rate required
today. Analytics challenges are forcing new thinking in
network, storage, and computing.
Opportunity
There is enormous growth potential for organizations
capable of making faster, smarter decisions from data in
any analytics ecosystem and regardless of data type,
format or structure..

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
BlackLynx technology combines high performance
computing (accelerated CPUs and FPGAs) with standard
interfaces and protocols to achieve high performance
analytics.

Purpose-built heterogeneous compute
Ensure the right compute architecture—CPU and/or
FPGA—is used to achieve maximum performance for the
desired analytics function.
Accelerated search library
An array of search capabilities is accelerated through the
use of BlackLynx technology, including complex queries
such as fuzzy search, PCAP analysis, and regular
expression capabilities. Supports XML, JSON, CSV,
unstructured and PCAP file formats.

Solution Brief

Tableau Powered By BlackLynx

Integration with Tableau

Configure Tableau to use its ODBC
connector to connect to the BlackLynx
technology deployed on a commodity
server (Just like it connects to MySQL for
example). Resulting in a high
performance analytics and visualization
solution.
Accelerate time to extract insights from
data by avoiding the need to do data
extract, transform, load (ETL) and
indexing.
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Tableau can now access PCAP data directly
No ETL of the PCAP binary
Execute standard SQL with extended BlackLynx functionality
such as fuzzy search, regular expressions, complex queries
Search data at speeds up to 8GB/sec

Seamlessly integrate with current analytics environments via a series
of APIs and connectors, including programmatic interfaces, command
line, RESTful JSON, ODBC/JDBC, etc.

Expand your search capabilities
BlackLynx and Tableau technology work together to
supercharge the speed and capabilities of analytics
including PCAP/network forensic analysis, PCRE2
Regular Expression, and Fuzzy Hamming and
Levenshtein (Edit Distance) search on both structured
and unstructured data.

Provide BlackLynx search capabilities
(fuzzy searching, regular expressions,
PCAP analysis) inside the Tableau
application through simple SQL
commands.
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Supports large (>128MB) JSON data
Supports direct access to XML data
Supports access to Unstructured data sets
Supports access to raw PCAP binary data sets
Supports regular expression searches in the
SQL query
Supports joins on disparate data sets, ie: JSON
and XML

CONCLUSION
Easily access accelerated compute resources for
fast, actionable insight with no specialized
knowledge required using interfaces your data
applications already have. Tableau users can
focus on results to drive critical business decisions
– don’t have to be HPC experts.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP
Please visit www.blacklynx.tech for complete details and to place an order today.

